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(DD-786)
CDR JUSTIN E. LANGILLE III, USN, COMMANDING OFFICER
USS RICHARD B. ANDERSON (DD 786)

Born in 1923, a native of Kalamazoo, Michigan, Commander Justin E. LANGILLE III, U.S. Navy is a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, class of 1945. Upon graduation he served on board the USS MOBILE (CL 63). From the MOBILE he went to the USS OAKLAND (CLA 95). He earned his Aviator's wings in March of 1949 and served as a pilot and plane commander until July 1952. In March 1952, he entered the U.S. Navy Post Graduate School as a student in Command Communications.

In July of 1953, he returned to the Naval Academy. This time as an instructor in Naval Ordnance and Gunnery.

During 1958-59, he attended postgraduate school at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute where he earned a Master of Science Degree in Management and Industrial Engineering.

He then served several tours of shore duty, culminating in his becoming Special Assistant to the Undersecretary of the Navy. Proceeding from the Office of the Undersecretary of the Navy to San Diego, he relieved Commander Chester L. PETERSEN, U.S. Navy as Commanding Officer of the USS RICHARD B. ANDERSON on 25 July 1964.

Commander LANGILLE has been awarded the following campaign and service medals: American Defense, American Campaign, Asiatic Pacific Campaign WWII Victory, WWII Occupation (Japan), China Service, National Defense, and Philippine Liberation.

The Commander is married to the former Miss Madeleine BINET of Seattle, Washington. The LANGILLES have five children, Madeleine, Justin E. IV, Rosemary, Therese, and Celeste.
Message From The Commanding Officer

The mission of the USS ANDERSON as a unit of the Seventh Fleet in WestPac is one of a primary defense and a deterrent to a possible all-out war.

The WestPac cruise, has its pleasant highlights; the ports visited the people seen, and the good-will fostered by public service and the U.S. Navy's People-to-People program in South East Asia.

However, South-East Asia is still an area to turmoil and conflict; an area of increasing communist aggression. The men on duty in the WestPac must endure the hardships of prolonged separation from their loved ones and of spending much time at sea, in all kinds of weather. They must be prepared through constant training to defend against attack, their ship, their country, and their country's allies.

This situation, nevertheless is one in which the end most certainly justifies the means: Peace.
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PLAN OF THE DAY FOR SUNDAY, 31 JANUARY 1965

THE CONTENTS HEREOF WHICH ARE DIRECTIVE IN NATURE SHALL CONSTITUTE A LAWFUL ORDER UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 92, UCMJ. ALL HANDS ARE CHARGED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY OF HAVING KNOWLEDGE OF THE CONTENTS OF THE PLAN OF THE DAY.

UNIFORM OF THE DAY:
Officer & CPOs - Wash Khaki
Other Enlisted - Clean Dungarees w/clean white hat & shined shoes

WORKING UNIFORM:
Wash Khaki
Clean Dungarees w/clean white hat & shined shoes

SHIP'S ROUTINE:
CARRY OUT THE STANDARD UNDERWAY (HOLIDAY) PLAN OF THE DAY WITH THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS:
0400: Reveille
0415: Sweepers
0420: Rig all fueling stations to port
0430(about) Station the Special Sea and Refueling Detail
0515: Mess Gear
0530: Breakfast
0545-0625: General Quarters (Engineering Casualty Drills)
0630: Rig all replenishment stations to starboard
0645(about) Station the Special Sea and Replenishment Detail
0745: Muster on Stations
0800: Turn To
0800-1130: PMS
0830: Man Overboard Drill
0900: Protestant Divine Services
1000: Catholic Lay Services
1030(about) Station the Hi Line Detail
1115: Mess Gear
1130: Dinner
1200: Abandon Ship Drill
1215: Air Bedding
1230: Holiday Routine
1300-1630: PMS
1300: Flight Quarters
1330: Secure from Flight Quarters, Set the DASH refueling detail
1400-1430: Loading Drills
1430-1500: Pointer and Trainer Drills
1500: Station the Helo Detail
1500: Pipe down all aired bedding
1515: Set the Sonar Attack Team
1530: Secure the Sonar Attack Team
1535: Set the Light Line Detail
1600: School Call - Damage Control Lecture in the Mess Decks
1600: Wardroom Lecture
1615: Small Arms Practice on the Fantail
1630: Knock off ship's work
1635: Set Material Condition Yoke
1640: Station the Helo Detail
1715: Mess Gear
1730: Supper
1800: Darken Ship
1830-1930: General Quarters for Damage Control Exercises
1930: 8 O'Clock Reports
2000: General Quarters for Night Gunnery Exercises
2100: Secure from General Quarters, Police Brass
2200: Taps
2245(about) Station the Special Sea and Replenishment Detail

NOTES:
1. Thought for the day: A job worth doing is worth doing well"
Carry Out The Standard Underway Plan Of The Day
SHIPS WE SAW
SHIP'S PARTY, SUBIC BAY
HOMeward BOUND